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Note for teachers, parents, counselors, facilitators, and others 
who use the activities in this guide:
The extension activities in this guide are intended for Early Childhood 
learners in kindergarten through third grade. Students in this range 
exhibit a wide variety of aptitudes. It is understood that not all children 
(especially younger ones) will be able to complete all activities on their 
own. Some activities may need to be led wholly by the teacher; others 
may have to be done in pairs or in small groups. Please take into 
account the individual and corporate abilities of your group.



Trustworthiness

summAry/rEtEllinG   
Teacher or facilitator asks students to retell the story making sure they 
bring out appropriate story grammar (characters, setting, plot, etc.) and 
in correct order. Students can do this alone, on paper, or in a group.

Story summary:
One hot day in Vehicleville, Johnny, Derek, and the Professor are at 
a carnival handing out the Professor’s Super Delicious Cotton Candy. 
When they begin to run low, Johnny and Derek agree to go to the 
Professor’s lab to get more. Derek can carry more, but Johnny can 
bring it faster. However, the Professor says he is more interested in 
someone he can trust rather than someone fast. With a warning to be 
careful because the cotton candy is so delicious, the Professor sends 
them back to his lab in the City of Auto. Derek and Johnny meet back 
at the lab and load up their respective vehicles. When they leave, Derek 
pulls onto the road and Johnny races ahead. On the way, Johnny eats 
all his cotton candy and falls asleep. A little later, Derek finds him and 
they go back to the carnival where they discover that Johnny had eaten 
the cotton candy he was supposed to deliver. At first, he tries to say 
that he only could carry a small bit because of his small trunk, and then 
he says he is sticky because he crashed into a pink glue factory. He 
eventually comes clean about what he did and asks to be trusted again 
to run the errand to get more cotton candy. The Professor doesn’t allow 
Johnny to go back and get more cotton candy, but, rather, allows him 
to deliver a note to Maria whom he does trust more fully. The Professor 
says, “Trust can take a long time to earn, but a short time to lose.”
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BAsic comprEhEnsion (Understanding the Story) 
Complete each sentence by choosing a, b, or c.

1. Who was giving out cotton candy with the Professor at the 
beginning of the passage (story)?
a. Maria and Derek
b. Derek and Johnny
c. Johnny and Maria

2. What does the Professor do with the cotton candy?
a. He sells it
b. He hands it out
c. He gives it as a prize for a game

3. Where do they hand out the cotton candy?
a. City of Auto
b. Carsville
c. Vehicleville

4. When does Johnny fall asleep?
a. After he left the carnival
b. After he ate the cotton candy
c. After he gave the note to Maria

5. Why does the Professor want Maria to go get the cotton candy?
a. Because she is trustworthy
b. Because she is a girl
c. Because he likes her better
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Trustworthiness

word study/VocABulAry

Trustworthy: reliable, dependable. According to the passage, to be 
trustworthy is to do what you promised. 

Antonyms/opposites of trustworthy: untrustworthy, unreliable, and 
undependable.

I. Directions: write a word that means the opposite of each word.

A. Hot_______________________

B. Good _____________________

C. Faster_____________________

D. Small _____________________

E. Hungry ___________________

F. More _____________________

G. Before ____________________

H. Nothing ___________________

I. Open _____________________

J. Huge _____________________
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Trustworthiness

poEtry/ drAmA/QuotEs & sAyinGs

I. Have the learners brainstorm a list of words that rhyme with 
trust. Then have them create their own poems or do poems in pairs 
or as a class. If time does not permit, provide the list below of simple 
rhymes and more complex rhymes for extension.

Bust-crust-dust-gust-just-must-rust-thrust-adjust-disgust-distrust-en-
trust-mistrust-robust-sawdust-stardust-unjust

Fussed-mussed-discussed

II. As an art extension project, have the students draw and color a 
picture of themselves with family/friends at a carnival.

III. Read “The Tortoise and the Hare” as literature connection.
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crEAtiVE thinkinG/writinG
These activities can be done individually, in partners, or in small groups.

• What does the student know?   
  1. List the three people giving out cotton candy at the carnival.

  2. What season or time of year was it?

• What does the student comprehend?

  1. Who is the main character in the story?

  2. Describe the type of day it was in Vehicleville.

• What can the student apply?

  1. Tell about a time you or a friend went to a carnival and had 
   cotton candy (or another treat).

  2. Describe cotton candy.

• How does the student analyze?

  1. Compare Johnny and Derek. Tell how they are alike and different.

  2. Compare this story to the fable of The Tortoise and the Hare.

• How does the student synthesize?

  1. How would the story be different if only Johnny had gone for the cotton candy?

  2. How would the story be different if only Derek had gone for the cotton candy?

• How does the student evaluate?

  1. Do you think Johnny will become trustworthy to the Professor again?

  2. What can Johnny do to earn back the trust of the Professor?
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